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Q2 Learning and Sullivan Learning Solutions Announce
Strategic Alliance for Social Learning for Small Business
Falls Church, VA. July 13, 2010. Q2 Learning, LLC announced today they have formed a strategic
alliance with Sullivan Learning Solutions (SLS) to provide affordable social learning for small- and midsize businesses. SLS will also be introducing Q2’s eCampus technology into European markets.
“We are very excited about this alliance. Smaller companies often face big challenges due to resources
and manpower. SLS can provide workable, cost-effective social learning solutions that were previously
cost-prohibitive to the small organization,” said Dr. Bill Bruck, Principal and Founder of Q2 Learning.
John Sullivan, CEO of Sullivan Learning Solutions, added “At SLS we are great believers in the
effectiveness of social learning to drive results. Q2’s eCampus technology allows us to enhance e learning
courses with assignments, coaching, and on-the-job assignments. It’s ability to quickly re-use common
solutions with templates, brings the types of learning, previously only available to Fortune 500 customers,
to the small business market.”
ABOUT Q2 LEARNING
Q2Learning continues to lead the online learning revolution with our award-winning social learning
platform, the XPERT eCampus. Our groundbreaking technology is a complete social learning platform
which supports a full spectrum of formal, informal and just-in-time learning solutions.
The XPERT eCampus social learning platform makes it possible to transform traditional training events
into learning processes that rapidly produce dramatic shifts in capability. XPERT eCampus saves both
time and effort to create and manage learning programs and communities, through innovative templates
and management dashboards.
The consultant team at Q2 Learning is an expert and experienced group in professional and managed
services. They share a great depth of experience in all facets of learning platforms, design, delivery and
technology. Learn more about how Q2 Learning can take you beyond training, to achieve true mastery of
your business. www.Q2Learning.com
ABOUT SULLIVAN LEARNING
Sullivan Learning Solutions provides online learning in a self-paced, experiential way. We develop
custom training and performance support solutions and then implement the results of those efforts in a
social learning environment comprised of communities of practice and social media toolsets.
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